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Abstract: The Internet of Things (IoT) consists of sensors, networks, and services to connect and control production 

systems. Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communication technology is considered as a key underlying technology for 

building Industrial IoT environments where devices are enabled to exchange information with each other in an 

autonomous way without human intervention. Resource-Constrained Devices (RCD) have found an expanding demand 

in the Internet of Things (IoT) applications as these gadgets are essentially working with delicate information. Thus, 

information security has ended up vital for both makers and clients. However, the creation of defenseless gadgets still 

challenging regarding the restriction of involved assets especially with the attackers ‘continuous trials to misuse these 

restrictions chasing important information. Hence, connecting an open key crypto-system becomes a must to extend 

gadget proficiency and relieve the chance of touchy data loss. Deployments of Elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) are 

fundamentally an open key crypto-system with the basic distinction of speedier advancing capacity whereas yielding an 

assortment of distinctive approaches to the arrangement of the cryptographic calculation. We will submit a proposed 

protocol to overcome the demands of information security and the speed of data circulation. The proposed protocol is 

characterized by low computational cost, communication and storage overhead, while achieving mutual authentication, 

session key agreement, device’s identity confidentiality, and resistance against various attacks. 

 

Index Terms: Resource-Constrained Devices (RCD), Automated Validation of Internet Security Protocols and 

Applications tools(AVISPA), Internet of Things (IoT), Elliptic curve cryptography (ECC), Public Key Cryptography 

(PKC). 

 

1.  Introduction 

Internet of Things is characterized as the next revolutionary development layer of information technologies fields 

after computer, Internet and mobile telephone communication. IoT is already encountered in each activity field of our 

daily lives [1] . IoT has changed the life of human beings. Enormous increase in users of Internet and modifications on 

the internetworking technologies enable networking of everyday objects . If the settings of the environment can be 

made to respond to human behavior automatically, then there are several advantages[2]. The Internet of things (IoT) is 

considered an early innovation that focuses on the inter-connection between gadgets and people or clients to attain a 

few collective objectives. The Internet of Things (IoT) is the means that gives the regular gadgets a method of 

correspondence and another route for distinguishing proof with one another. The range of (IoT) application areas is 

huge including e-wellbeing, keen urban communities, shrewd homes, wearable, and so on. Subsequently, billions of 

gadgets could be associated. The Internet of Things (IoT) is one of the most feasible advances that have met the 

consideration of academic approaches together with the industrial demand, where (IoT) interconnects people with the 

web-accessed gadgets to attain a few common objectives. Hence,(IoT) is anticipated to become consistent coordinates 

into our horizon and human will be subordinate on this invention to achieve consolation and modest life fashion. 

In 1976 White Diffie and Martin Hellman were the pioneers to create The Diffie-Hellman key trade convention 

within the editorial topic "New Direction in Cryptography"[3]. In the fundamental form, it is a proficient arrangement to 

the issue of making a common mystery between two members through an in a secure channel. Since at that point a huge 
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assortment of secure executions in the public-key cryptography has been ended utilizing elliptic curves. In 1985,Elliptic 

Curve Cryptography (ECC) was offered freely by Neal Koblitz, and Victor Miller operator [4].Elliptic curve 

cryptography (ECC) may be an exceptionally proficient innovation to recognize public-key cryptosystems and public 

key infrastructures (PKI). 

The role of architecture in IOT systems has very importance with respect to develop secure system because 

security has become a major issue, any criminal activity can be done so these systems should be made protected 

unethical activities[5]. The security of a public key framework utilizing elliptic curves is founded on the hardness 

calculation of distinct logarithms within a bunch of focuses on an elliptic bend characterized over a limited field [6]. 

The need for more productive calculations rises with the expanding number of memory-limited versatile electronic 

gadgets. The other parts of this paper are structured as follows: Section 2 discusses the related works and Section 3 

discusses the resources constrained devices while Section 4 explains the elliptic curve cryptography. Section 5 

represents the generic art of (IoT) and Section 6 discusses both the key security apprehensions and the security contests 

at the (IoT) design. Section7delivers a categorization of the current authentication structures of the proposed (IoT) 

system, while Section 8 is a security analysis of (IoT) authentication schemes using (AVISPA).  Finally, Section 9 

develops the conclusions together with the outcomes of this work. 

2.  Related Works 

In [7], a lightweight authentication protocol for Machine to Machine (M2M) is presented for home network 

services. The solution ensures various security properties such as anonymity, secure localization, and resilience to key 

exposures. Also, this authentication protocol requires the exchange of two messages only. However, a large number of  

hash operations (11) are needed to achieve mutual authentication in addition to several XOR operations. On the other 

hand, several authentication protocols based on Physical Layer Security (PLS) have emerged in the literature 

[8,9,10,11]. However, these schemes are considered insecure since they rely only on the random characteristics of 

wireless channels, which is not sufficient to achieve the required security level [12]. 

3.  Resources Constrained Devices (RCD) 

The implanted computational procedures conducted inside the IoT are anticipated to be resource-constrained. 

These resource-constrained procedures were not utilized as remembrance and handling abilities, but the low-power 

radio guidelines connected advanced oblige the organize interfacing. Numerous (IoT) gadgets are assets obliged, as 

prepared with a restricted sum of memory, computing, and vitality resources. Embedded gadgets connected within the 

(IoT) require displaying computational capabilities for the assignment they ought to execute and organizing capabilities 

permitting integration with the Internet. (IoT) devices are probably prepared through the low-power implanted 

computational gadgets, to play down item costs. The building up of any organizing advances combined with resource-

constrained devices becomes a must regarding the remembrance restraints. In this case, a negligible IP-based protocol 

structure should be proposed to successfully oversee the (IoT).Additionally, a critical analysis of the uncovered least 

characteristic set is required to keep the protocols recognizable either individually or accompanied with the existing 

instruments, therefore empowering genuine interoperability, whereas still being utilitarian on resource-constrained 

devices [13]. 

4.  Elliptic Curve Cryptography 

ECC is public decoding tool that develops both communal and secretive keys to enable the certification process. 

ECC, which is commonly well-known as a category of the PKC, is fundamentally constructed based on the elliptic 

logarithmic structure. The trouble of the elliptic bend discrete logarithm issue (ECDLP) represents a primary part within 

the ECC confidence nature, which could be manipulated through the range of the exponential time. In the interim, it 

must be included that the execution of this calculation is primarily depended on the scalar efficacy of the execution 

increase calculation. The Hamming weight could be a secretive basic figure in calculation adequacy concerning the 

calculation level scalar number juggling. Hamming weight is a well-known tool to implya scalar illustration of the non-

zero digits, where the haste of the scalar increase execution improves with the decrease in the degree of Hamming 

weight. In like manner, a scalar cryptography strategy could be utilized to control the Hamming weight [14]. The 

algebraic nonsingular relationship of the elliptic curve (E) over a finite field could be generalized through the 

Weierstrass equation [15]: 

 

E: {(x,y)|y
2
+α1xy+ α3y-x

3
-α2x

2
- α4x- α6=0}U{0}                                                  (1) 

 

Whereα1, α2, α3, α4, and α6 Є E and O the point at infinity. In this paper, the work will be limited over a finite field 

where [k = F* p], as represented in Figure 1, as follows; 
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+ax+b                                                                                 (2) 

 

Where a, b Є k and 4a3 + 27b2 ǂ 0, composed with an extra point O will be known as the point at infinity. 

 

 
Fig.1. Graph an elliptic curve y2=x3-3x+1 

5.  IoT Generic Architecture 

IoT features a distinctive tactic gives Machine-to-Machine (M2M) and Human-to-Machine (H2M) network, for 

dissimilar sorts of machines in arrange to back an assortment of uses (e.g., distinguishing, finding, following, checking, 

and controlling), whereas classical web interfaces individuals to a organize [16]. Interfacing several dissimilar machines 

[17] clues to a gigantic activity, consequently, the got to bargain with the capacity of enormous information [18, 19].In 

this manner, the TCP/IP design, which is well-known for arranging networks, still unsatisfactory regarding the IoT 

desires concerning different viewpoints counting protection and security[20,21]. Even though various designs were 

projected for IoT, there are more requirements for developing reference designs [22, 23]. The fundamental design 

demonstrates suggested within the writing could be three-layer construction [21, 24–26], as appeared in Figure 2a.It 

comprises of the perception layer, the network, and the application layer. 

5.1.  Perception layer 

It represents the mental section that faculties the atmosphere to see the surrounding properties including the 

temperature, location, and also moistness utilizing conclusion – hubs, through the utilize of diverse detecting 

innovations such as RFID, NFC, and GPS. 

5.2.  Network Layer 

It gets information from the perception layer and then it is responsible for transmitting information to the final 

layer, which is the application layer, through different organize innovations(e.g., 3G, 4G, 5G, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, Zig-

Bee, etc.). It is additionally dependable of information administration from packing to preparing accompanied with the 

assistance of middle-wares; e.g “cloud computing”. 

5.3.  Application Layer 

It is responsible for conveying application-specific administrations to the client. The significance of this layer is 

that it can cover a wide range of diverse markets [27]. Figure 2b represents an additional projected layered construction 

which is known as (five-layer design)[21,24–26]. The five-layer design comprises firstly of the business layer which is 

followed by the application layer, processing layer, and the transport layer respectively. Finally, the perception layer 

represents the fifth layer in this design .The role of the application layer, the transport layer, and the layer of perception 

is still the same as described in the three-layer design. However, the role of the other layers of the design is as follows: 

5.4.  Processing laye 

 It is also well-known as the middle-ware layer. It is capable of giving different sorts of administrations, primarily 

putting away, analyzing, and preparing information concerning the computed out comes. 

5.5.  Business layer 

It contains the generally IoT framework activities and functionality .The application layer drives the information to 

the commerce layer whose part is to construct commerce models, charts, and flowcharts to investigate information, in 

arrange to play a part in choice-making around trade procedures and road-maps. 

Other designs could also be distinguished within the writing. In [28, 29], the creators utilized a five-layer design 

based on Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) that makes a difference in the integration of IoT in undertaking 

administrations. In [30], the creators deliberated a novel non-layered approach for the five-layer design. This non-

layered approach is founded upon the processing of the human brain as in the cloud architecture, fog architecture, and in 

the social IoT. Later on in this work, we consider the design of three-layer architecture. 
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Fig.2. lot architecture models 

6.  Threats over Iot Layers 

This part covers a different security threat that exists over a different layer of IoT as discussed in section 5 and 

illustrated in figure 2(a). 

6.1.  Perception Layer Threats 

A.  Tampering Node 

The attacker can replace the node or can damage the sensor of the node to get access [31]. Another phase for this 

attack is when the device is in development the device is tempered by changing the manufacturing procedure [32].  

When an attacker gets the access of node it can access the confidential information like cryptographic keys. 

B.  Malicious code Injection 

An attacker can inject the malicious code into a node which will help him to get access to the whole network. Up-

gradation of the software is the best time for the attacker to inject the code [31,33]. 

6.2.  Network Layer Threats 

A.  Routing Attack 

This attack is done by intermediate nodes that are malicious and can affect the whole network by just manipulating 

the path while data packets are being forward [31].This attack can also change the data after manipulating the path. 

B.  DoS/DDoS Attack 

As we know that all the devices are heterogeneous so any malicious devices can attack and made unnecessary 

requests to the system and make this network halt [31,32]. 

C.  Network Injection 

This attack can change the original sender with a hacker device and start sending data like it is part of the IoT 

network [34]. 

D.  Man-in-Middle 

All the nodes in the IoT network connect to the gateway for communication and if the gateway is in attack then all 

the devices sending or receiving data are not secured [35]. 

6.3.  Application Layer Threats 

A.  Data Leakage  

At the application level, the security risk of data-stealing is increasing if the attacker knows the vulnerabilities of 

the application. This can cause the manipulating of data that is store on the cloud [31]. 

B.  DoS/DDoS Attack 

The availability of the application is destroyed by the attacker. Which will cause the network to fail and the 

response is not received from the application. 

C.  Malicious Code 

If the attacker knows the vulnerability of the application then he can upload a malicious code while up-gradation of 
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application [31].Like SQL Injection is the code injections in which the attacker add an extra  Unnecessary field with 

malicious SQL query which is processed by the database. Cross-site Scripting execute the script that is malicious during 

the browsing the web [32]. 

D.  Misconfiguration 

IoT devices need to be properly configured with the application, if it is not configuring properly with the entire 

security configuration then it will cause the damage the whole Network. All the software also has to configure properly 

like the operating system and database system of IoT [32]. 

E.  Sniffing Attack 

A sniffer application is introducing by the attacker into the system which collects all the information from the 

network about the devices and communication [36]. 

7.  Proposed Protocol 

This part represents an insubstantial one-way verification and key agreement protocol based on ECDH. Our system 

comprises three phases; the registration phase, key Agreement phase and the text message phase.  

7.1.  Registration Phase 

As the server is completely confidential in the framework, it is sensible to accept that the server bootstraps the 

entire frame work. In the registration phase, the devices can register to the server via their initialization information.  

 

Step (1), the server sends the identity to the devices (n devices).  

Step (2), the devices stores their identity and computes time stamp.  

Step (3), the devices send their identity and time stamp to the server. 

Step (4), after the server receives the identity and time stamp of the devices, the server verifies whether these 

identity and time stamps are legal or illegal. If they are illegal, they will be canceled. If they are legal, the identity of the 

device is labeled as registered .This ensures that the device's identity can only be used once and prevents illegal devices 

from registering to this IoT system. 

Table 1. Protocol Legend 

Symbol Description Symbol Description 

IDS ID for server ID1 ID for device 1 ....n 

TS Time Stamp PVS Private Key for server 

Ka Pubic Key for server PVd1
 Private Key for device 1 

Kb Pubic Key for device 1 V, V* Authentication Succeed 

NS1 Server text message ND1 Device1 text message 

7.2.  Key Agreement Phase 

In the key agreement phase, the server Step (5), and the devices step (10), choose an elliptic curve EG (a, b),   

y
2
 = x

3
 + ax + b mod G, where G is a generator point on EG (a, b). The key agreement phase generates a shared key 

between a server and the devices. The entire key agreement process is illustrated in Figure 3. 

 

Step (6), the server generates a private key and a public key.  

Step (7), The server sends an encrypted message by Ka contain a parameter of ECDH (g, a1, b1), IDS, time stamp 2 

to  the device 1.  

Step (8), the device checks TS2, IDS, if it illegals, it will be canceled otherwise it will begin the next step. 

Step (9), the device stores Ka then it chooses the parameter of ECDH (a2, b2).  

Step (11), the device generates a private key and a public key. 

Step (12), the device sends an encrypted message by Kb contain a parameter of ECDH    (a2, b2, ID1, TS3) to the 

server.  

Step (13), the device checks ID1, TS3, if it illegals, it will be canceled otherwise it will begin the next step. 

Step (14), the server stores Kb.  

Step (15), the server computes V, then the device computes V*.The authentication between the server and the 

device is succeeding if V = V*. 

7.3.  Text Messages Phase 

Step (16), the server sends an encrypted message by public key Ka contain IDs, TS4, NS1 (Text message encrypted 

by server private key PVS) to Device1 to ask about data wanted from Device1. 
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Step (17), Device1 sends an encrypted message by public key Kb contain ID1, TS5, ND1 (text message encrypted 

by device private key PVd1) to the server to respond with the data wanted by the server. 

 

 
Fig.3. Proposed protocol between server and devices. 

7.4.  Steps for the Proposed Protocol 

1 - Server sends IDS, ID1…………IDn. 

2 - Device1stores IDS, ID1 and generates TS1. 

3 - Device1 sends ID1, TS1. 

4 - Server checks ID1, TS1. (If it refused, it canceled / if it agreed, begin step 5) 

5 - Server chooses Eg(a , b) where G is generator point of  Eg(a , b) [ y
2
 = x

3
+ax+b mod g]. 

6 - The server generates V, Ka. 

7 - Server sends {IDS, TS2, g, a1, b1} Ka . 

8 - Device 1 checks TS2, IDS. (If it refused, it canceled / if it agreed, begin step 9) 

9 - Device 1 stores Ka. 

10- Device 1 chooses a2, b2. 

11- Device 1 generates V*, Kb. 

12- Device 1 sends {ID1, TS3, a2, b2} Kb. 

 

13- Server checks ID1, TS3. (If it refused, it canceled / if it agreed, begin step 14) 

14 - Server stores Kb. 

15- V= PVS * Kb V*= PVd1 * Ka 

 = PVS * PVd1 * g = PVd1 * PVS * g 

 

 

 

 

 

16 - Server sends {IDS, TS4, {NS1} PVS} Ka. 

17 - Device1 sends {ID1, TS5, {ND1} PVd1} Kb. 

8.  Security Analysis 

This section presents the attack model to appear the capabilities of the foe; formal security confirmation utilizing 

Automated Validation of Internet Security Protocols and Applications (AVISPA) tools to appear the proposed 

convention is secure against different assaults additionally analyzes diverse security qualities related to the proposed 

convention by the casual security investigation. 

8.1.  Attack model 

Security is attracting an increasing demand day by day concerning the IoT design. As a result, designing attack-

free IoT devices became challenging to improve design security levels, and thus expanding their applications. To 

achieve this goal, the following issues should be addressed: 

 

V = V
*
 

Authentication Succeed 
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A.  Denial-of-Service attack 

A challenger could interrupt the network by over-burdening with the junk messages to corrupt the execution of the 

network. This will offer assistance to the enemy to create the assets inaccessible to the expecting clients. 

B.  Eavesdropping attack 

A challenger could be caught the messages and examined the progressing communication between the embedded 

device and cloud server. In this way, the foe may store the data and utilize that to unveiling the eavesdropping attack. 

C.  Password guessing attack 

Through utilizing offline dictionary assault, an enemy can attempt to figure the secret word of the legitimate 

gadget to create attainable the assault. 

D.  Impersonation attack 

Through directing the substantial messages of the past communications within the valid entities, a foe can imitate 

as a lawful gadget. 

E.  Man-in-the-middle attack 

At the time of live communication is going on within two authentic substances; a foe can attempt to tune in it. 

Afterward, he can erase, modify, or hold the transmission messages. 

8.2.  Formal security verification using AVISPA 

The proper security confirmation of the projected protocol by the reenactment utilizing the AVISPA tool was 

accomplished. AVISPA is a push-button apparatus for robotic validation of web security protocols, which could be a 

commonly acknowledged tool for proper security confirmation verification. The reenactment comes about guarantee 

that the proposed protocol is secure from replay and man-in-the-middle assault. 

A.  Informal security analysis 

This part analyzes security property related to the proposed protocol. The result of the analysis is summarized in 

Figures 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. 

 

 

Fig.4. Protocol Complete Run 

 

Fig.5. Attacker’s Gained Information
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Fig.6. Attack Trace 

 
Fig.7. CL-ATSE Attacks Searcher Result 

 
Fig.8. OFMC Model Checker Result 

The Protocol Complete Run prove that the protocol is correct and can  perform a complete run as in figure 4. The 

Intruder Simulation traces the intruder trials to attack the protocol and besides; it shows the intruder knowledge with 

each step as in figure 5.The Attack trace reports if the intruder trials have successes in attacking the protocol or not and 

the attack trace. Finally the Model Checker Results and the attacks searcher results, give a feedback to the user if the 

protocol is safe against various malicious attacks or not and some statistics about the test, so the AVISPA could not 

launch a trace for any attack as illustrated in figure 6. Then the AVISPA found the protocol safe due to CL-ATSE 

Attacks Searcher Result as in figure 7 and OFMC Model Checker Result as in figure 8.   

9.  Conclusion 

In this paper, an Authentication protocol has been proposed for the IoT environment. Our proposed protocol is 

suggested to form more security and higher speed while the computational load isn't expanded; it is needed to be not 

only secure but also practical and uncostly. Simulation for the formal security analysis of the proposed protocol 
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utilizing the AVISPA tool guarantees that the protocol is safe and secure from different security assaults. Our proposed 

protocol is implemented three phases (registration phase, key agreement phase, and text message phase) by six 

messages between server and devices which minimized the number of messages that are used in the M2M 

authentication. So, it is recommended also for RCD as it has a small memory size and large battery life, low 

computation power, and smaller cost ratio. Thus, our proposed protocol is an optimized protocol of M2M authentication 

for IoT. 

As a future work; we will study more in machine to machine mutual authentication advanced signal processing and 

try to perform hardware implementation for machine to machine mutual authentication and use it as truly random key to 

encrypt the transferred messages between them to authenticate each other’s. 
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